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Dublin / Sofia, 13th May 2022 

 

Dear Jacob, 

 

On behalf of our two parties, which have unwavering commitment to ALDE Party and to the promotion 

of liberalism in Europe, it is with respect and great honour that we address this letter of nomination of 

Ilhan Kyuchyuk MEP and Senator Timmy Dooley to be elected as ALDE Party Co-Presidents at the 

upcoming Congress in Dublin. 

 

Our continent faces tremendous challenges, healing from the sufferings caused by the pandemic and 

facing a heinous war of aggression on our doorsteps. In times of multiple crises, when our Union and 

our continent must demonstrate resolve, vision, and leadership, we present a nomination that will 

reinforce ALDE Party’s resilience, strength, and unity.  

 

Over the last year, since the tragic loss of our President Hans van Baalen, Ilhan Kyuchyuk and Timmy 

Dooley have demonstrated the power of teamwork at the helm of ALDE Party. Despite the lockdowns 

and the constraints, they visited every corner of our continent and offered assistance to our parties. In 

the Conference on the Future of Europe debates, they mobilised both the membership and the citizens, 

and through direct interaction made ALDE Party be the voice for the reform, renaissance and renewal 

of the continent. They reinvigorated our Party and brought new dynamism, organising Leaders’ 

Meetings, Ministerial and thematic coordinations. In the wake of the Russian aggression, Ilhan 

Kyuchyuk and Timmy Dooley were among the first European leaders to visit the Ukrainian capital and 

to clearly express the firm European solidarity with the people of Ukraine. They have proven that their 

priority is to stand up for liberalism and our shared values. 

 

As the pressure of authoritarianism and populism is set to intensify, we need to demonstrate unity and 

capacity, not only to offer answers, but to set the political agenda. We must be creative and optimistic 

about our future, and to offer opportunities for involvement of all freedom-loving people of Europe in 

our political movement. That is how we will prepare an inspiring Election Manifesto 2024, that defines 

the future of our continent and which will set our members and the ALDE Party towards greatest 

electoral success.  

 

We are convinced that with Ilhan Kyuchyuk and Timmy Dooley, united in a team as Co-Presidents of 

ALDE Party, we will set our liberal movement in Europe towards new accomplishments and on a 

winning course for the European Elections in 2024.  

 

With warm regards, 

 


